The Interstate Passport at Leeward Community College and UH-West O‘ahu
An outline on the background and principles of WICHE’s Interstate Passport in the University of
Hawai‘i system
Supported by Carnegie, Gates, and First in the World grants, the WICHE Interstate Passport was
designed to allow students to transfer their Gen Ed across state lines without causing students
to lose credits and forcing them to retake courses.
Nationwide, of the in-state and out-of-state community college transfer students:
•
•
•

Only 58% are able to bring all or almost all (90%+) of their credits with them
About 28 % lose between 10 percent to 90 percent of their credits
Remaining 14 % lose more than 90 percent of their credits

The principle was that the General Education Core could be based on learning outcomes rather
than on specific courses and credits.
In 2012 UH West O‘ahu (UHWO) and Leeward Community College (LEECC) were selected as pilot
campuses to participate with other WICHE colleges in developing their passports.
The WICHE Interstate Passport Learning Blocks were established based on AAC&U’s Essential
Learning Outcomes (https://www.aacu.org/leap) in the categories of (1) Oral Communication,
(2) Written Communication, (3) Quantitative Literacy, (4) Natural Sciences, (5) Human Cultures,
(6) Creative Expression, (7) Human Society and the Individual, (8) Critical Thinking, and (9)
Teamwork and Value Systems.
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Two person teams from UHWO and Leeward were selected to attend the first meeting in Boulder,
Colorado in November 2012. The Faculty Senate chair and the Gen Ed chair from UHWO were
sent with Leeward’s Curriculum Chair Michael Lane and the Dean of Arts & Sciences Jim
Goodman.
At that first meeting, the working groups discussed the first three learning blocks of Oral
Communication, Written Communication, and Quantitative Literacy. This was followed by
months of emails and conference calls to establish agreements on courses and outcomes.
Based on outcomes, Interstate Passport students from LEE CC and UHWO will be able to fulfill
their WC requirement with only one course, ENG 100 rather than the two English composition
courses that are normally required at the majority of mainland colleges.
In March 2013, Phase I of the Interstate Passport was presented at LEE CC with members of the
administration and faculty governance groups from both Leeward and UHWO in attendance.
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In January 2016, Leeward faculty were selected for Phase II:
Natural Sciences: Michael Reese
Evolving Human Cultures: Paul Lococo
Creative Expression: Susan Lum
Critical Thinking: Jim West
Human Society and The Individual: Bruce Lindquist
Teamwork and Value Systems: William Albritton
Our reps met with faculty from other passport colleges in Boulder, Colorado once again to
identify courses that could serve in their learning blocks. Then after months of conference calls
and emails, agreed-upon Passport Learning Outcomes and Proficiency Criteria were established
for each learning block.
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Since that time, the Interstate Passport has grown beyond the WICHE region across the country
with more colleges in more states piloting and joining each year(attachment 1). Many states
have used the passport to resolve their own internal transfer and articulation issues.
By 2017 approximately 28,000 passports were awarded nationwide and in 2018, the newest
passport member was the Air University & Community College of the Air Force, with 165,000
students.
In Hawai’i:
•
•

About 50% of UHCC students transfer to non-UH colleges (2300 out of 4320 in 2015)
Only 60% of those UHCC students are able to have most or all of their credits accepted at
receiving institutions

From the first version of Leeward’s Passport, a revised version was presented to, and approved
by the Gen Ed Committee on May 1, 2018 (attachment 2). During that time Leeward and UHWO
worked more closely to align our passports closer to each other’s and to our own respective Gen
Ed Cores. Leeward’s passport provided the basis for a new draft of UHWO’s passport (attachment
3), which aligned more closely with their own Gen Ed and with our passport.
By the summer of 2018 interest was expressed by the UH system on how the rest of the UH
campuses could become passport members and the feasibility of using the passport internally
between UH campuses as well as using the passport for transfers outside of the state. The
expectation is that with the adoption of the principle of a General Education Core based on
outcomes rather than on specific courses and credits, this will allow each of the UH campuses to
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maintain more autonomy over their Gen Ed requirements as their students matriculate
throughout the UH system and even out of state, without the need for students to repeat or take
additional courses at the receiving campus.
In July 2018, the UHWO Associate Dean Alan Rosenfeld and Dean of Arts & Sciences Jim Goodman
were invited to meet with members of the UH administration and the Council of Chief Academic
Officers (CCAO) to discuss if and how the WICHE Interstate Passport could be used internally,
within the system.
At that CCAO meeting, it was proposed that as the courses within each Passport Learning Block,
having been aligned to a UH system focus or diversification designation, that the designation
alone could be used in a UH passport rather than identified specific courses. The CCAO’s also
recommended that each UH campus should appoint a campus representative to meet and
discuss how a passport could be developed on their own campus.
By October of 2018 Leeward CC awarded 528 Interstate Passport to our students for AY 17-18,
then later 143 awards were made for Fall 2018. However it became apparent, that although our
passport would be accepted at any passport member college or university on the mainland, it
would not be accepted within the UH system due to slight deviations from our present Gen Ed.
This will necessitate one more revision to our passport, which is ongoing.
On January 25, 2019 UH campus reps met at Dole Street to discuss how each campus could create
a passport and the implications of its system-wide use. Then on March 4th, 2019, campus reps
from UHM, UHWO, UH-Hilo and HONCC met to continue the conversation.
On March 15, there will be one more system meeting with the other CC’s to discuss this proposal
and how the various CC’s can develop their own passports.
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